
 

Gifts That Keep on Giving! 

Many parents have experienced the phenomenon of watching their child toss aside a gift that has 

only kept him or her engaged for a brief time.  As the holidays approach, perhaps selecting gifts that 

focus on a child’s strengths will result in continued interest throughout the long winter days.  

Consider the following gifts that may enhance the various strengths of children. Verbal learners will 

likely appreciate magazine subscriptions, journals with a variety of writing tools, or word games. Visual 

learners may enjoy art supplies, a trip to a museum, or scrapbooking materials. Musical children may 

be interested in concert tickets or a new instrument to learn. Mathematical thinkers will benefit from 

logic-based games and activity books, puzzles, a toy cash register, or a watch. Kinesthetic learners 

should make good use of sports equipment, interactive video games, or building materials. Nature 

lovers might be inspired by maps of nearby trails, camping gear, or gardening tools. 

Many toys and games on the market promote thinking skill development in addition to providing 

entertainment.  Each year the editors of Parenting for High Potential, a National Association for Gifted 

Children publication, review a variety of toys and games that are currently on the market and publish 

a list of those that are thought to be the “best of the best.” This list of mentally challenging, creative, 

and highly appealing toys and games can be found at http://www.nagc.org.  

Whatever your child’s strengths and interests, the perfect gift may simply be the gift of time. Take a 

family hike, prepare a favorite meal together, or settle into a comfortable chair to enjoy an 

interesting book.  As we know, sharing an activity with your child is the best gift of all! 

Please feel free to contact me at Karla.Paulson@lcps.org with any questions you may have 

concerning gifted program services.  Keep in mind that the LCPS gifted program is in transition, and 

that attending one of the parent sessions offered in early 2019 will provide valuable information.  As in 

the past, third and fourth grade students with qualifying test scores on the CogAT and/or NNAT will 

receive a district referral in early February.  With parent permission, these students will be evaluated 

for gifted services.  Parents who do not receive a district referral letter, but who wish to have their 

children evaluated for gifted services, may submit a parent referral form from February 4 through 

February 15, 2019.  Parents of fifth grade students who wish to have their children evaluated for gifted 

services in middle school, may also submit a parent referral form from February 4 through February 15, 

2019.  

Have a wonderful holiday season! 
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